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Jeff Kik Replaces Frank Musto As S.C. President
ing Sunday during which four new
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Eric Smtgcr. Mike Hart, John Breen,

We’d also like to hold an all-college

and past President Mvmo will replace

"Maybe for the party we could try

EB members who resigned last term.

to get a one-day liquor permit and
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then try to bring people on this campus
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Maybe Prank Musto tried to do too

ization this term." said Kik Monday.

much by himsclt

"I'm going to try to make things dif

to try it that way I hope that when
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this term
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President of the GVSC Student Con-
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gress so that it is a more workable organ
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together." added Kik
Kik, a senior, said he felt that Con
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We ll do more than just show

I'm not even going

always lor me."

gress. Kik was appointed by Congress’
Executive Board after the resignation

up tor weekly meetings."
Kik said a list of specific Congres

south wing of the Campus Center and

of Prank Musto in December.
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will be open during all class hours during

but noted that. "Congress may attempt

the winter term.

Kik's term began with a special meet-

Congress' others are located in the

TJC Tutors Halt Action
BY CRAIG VAUGHAN
TJC faculty members, l.inda Smith and Shane Mage, have
withdrawn a motion “ to remove Professor Davis from various all
college committees" that they made in a meeting on December 5.
The motion was made after Davis threatened a law suit
against the Colleges for holding a "for women only’ theatre
performance bv a group of women students under l.inda Smith The
morion stared that “Gil Davis he removed from v a r i o u s all-college
committees, including the ECS, and be replaced with people more
representative and responsible to the students and faculty of TJC.”
Secretary of the meeting, TJC Tutor Earl llcuer, stated that
"after some discussion the motion and the second were withdrawn."
One of the sponsors of the motion, TJC Tutor Shane Mage,
was asked why the motion was withdrawn. "The purpose- of the
motion was educational, and the discussion that followed brought
out all of the issues.” Mage commented. "I think there was a mis
understanding on Gil’s part, and he was impatient "
Davis stated that he was “ happy the motion had been with- *
drawn." “Once people understood the scenario of my involvement,
that I was merely pointing out that college policy was being violated,
the motion was withdrawn.''

SijgesT C bt 15 A bh ®«js§©§b
BY JOHN KUBGZAK
In a memorandum issued to (ir.mil
Valley faculty and staff members ->n
December l i , President Arend Lubbers
reported that the general fund budget of
the Grand Valley State Colleges is to be
reduced by $160,000 or 1.74% of the to
tal GVSC State Appropriation. The Col
leges’ present appropriation stands at
$9.1 million.
The reduction was the result of the
Appropriation CommiuecS of both House
and Senate agreeing with Governor Milliken’s Executive Order reducing the
state budget; the total monies allocated
to highqr education in Michigan are to be
cut by $10,100,250. "What this means
for the Grand Valle)- student is that the
tuition increase of $1 per credit hour that
went into effect for winter term will be
continued for spring term as well, and
should adequately cover the $160,000 re
duction if our enrollment continues as
anticipated,” said Lubbers.
Governor Milhkcn has indicated that
there will be no more money tor higher
education in 1976-77 than there was in
197S. Besides state appropriations, the

Colleges receive funds from tuition p.iy
ments and federal grants, and ViceP r e s i d e n t Arthur Hills reports that "un
fortunately, federal grants have suffered
in the recession, and no help !*- expected
from that quarter." This leaves tuition
as a most likely candidate for further
increase.
Figures on the situations of other
Michigan colleges and universities are:
(MU. cut $400,000 (1.9%) out of a
state appropriation of $21 million; MSU,
cut $15 million (1.5%) out of $102.7
million; EMU, cut $300,noo (1.2%) out
of $24.6 million; Ferris, cut $820,000
(5.5%) out of $14.9 million; and U of
M at Ann Arbor, cut $1.6 million (1.5%)
out of an appropriation of $108 million.
The Governor also announced that
he is in favor of extending the fiscal year
from June 30 to September 30. This
would require a supplemental appropria
tion ro cover the period of July 1. to
September 30, and a new appropriation
bill would not be effective until October
1, 1976, if hit recommendation is en
acted. Despite this. Millikcn did indicate
that M ichigan's financial projection* arc
considerably better for
they me fo rth * pew.

1977-7* than

A would-be Jean-Claude Killy prepares to stuck GVSC’s ski slope
on opening day. Hours arc Monday-Friday—3 p.m.-lO p.m. and
Weekends 1 p.m.-lO p.m. Rates are very reasonable.
mm

"W ill
President Arcnd D. Lubbers will address the faculty, staff and
students today in the Louis Armstrong Theatre at 3:00 pm.
“I think we who comprise this institution should take steps to
ward planning for the future,” stated Lubbers.
”1 would like tq share discussions I have had with the Academic
Planning Task Force, the Calendar Task Force, the Executive Officers
and the Deans, with the college community and suggest some possible
procedures we as s community can use to come to decisions about the
future.”
Specific topics to be discussed are the present budget situation
■» GVSC as •;!! as in the State of Michigan Also to he spoken on is the
concern about the rising costs of energy with some suggestions about
further energy conservation and energy consumption.
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l KHtasMfer
Editor:
This letter concerns what I perceive
as being some of the problems with
the lystem, and in particular, in the
School of Business at Grand Valley
State Colleges.
In my opinion, the
majority of the students in the School
of Business arc pressed in subservient
roles as far as dealing with the system.
Through personal experience, I have
noted thai in many classes there is no
smoking, no leaving before class time,
or being late to class all of which are
met in a negative way. I do not object
to rules but to the negative manner
of enforcement.
I think the system
fails to realize that all persons at
Grand Valley pay-thc instructors’ and/
a
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students they would have no job. The
faculty at Grand Valley seems to think
that the students are more indebted
to them than I feci they should have
to Ik*. When a student pays his money to
take a course, it should be up to the
student and to the student alone, how
he wishes to handle the course hours
and not be subjected to unnecessary
faculty demands. I, myself am a black
man first and a student second, but
more so I am a man and I do not like
the idea of someone telling me how
I can seek my education when I know
what my goals are. I can recall many
instances
where
students,
myself
included, have gone to faculty for
help in studies, and have not been re
ceived or given the help which was
deemed necessary. The student seems
to be at a disadvantage when dealing
vsith faculty members because they
appear to be under the assumption

"I got mine, you get yours." To me
the educational system means more
than this. Much is lacking in sensitivity training when it comes to varying
cultures amongst minorities.
It is a
much known fact that within the inner
city, blacks in particular are processed
through schools, not educated; and
when they do come to college, there
is a great difference, culturally
and otherwise as far as their training
is concerned.
Staff seems to figure
all students have the same background,
which they do not. and Grand Valley
seems to project the white middle class
values which the black man cannot
use, Also there is a great deal of racial
disharmony on the campus of Grand
Vaiicy which is, in my estimation, being
perpetrated by those employed, from
maintenance throughout administration,
and black administrators who have
been able to maintain their own iden
tity have not been allowed to continue
at Grand Valley Colleges, only the
pawns arc still here.
And for them
there will always Ire room in the "or
ganizational hierarchy structure."
A natural retaliation by a nonminority would be that "they get every
thing now" and my answer to them is
what in the hell do we have except
chaos and confusion, which to me only
stimulates or indicates cause for a poor
educational base upon which to later
have to build or rebuild in order to
continue pursuing educational goals of
M.A.or PH D.
While most institutions of higher
education are clamoring to attract new
students, Socrates and Plato's Museum
in a cornfield (alias Grand Valley),
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Welcome back I
Even though the drop/add period has ended, you might be
interested in an idea which is being kicked around in Prof. Lynn
Mapes' classes. Mapes says students should schedule four classes
per term and then drop the lousy one after a couple days. Not a
bad idea, perhaps, but Mapes may need more insurance when the
records people hear about it.
Apologies from the top were recently mailed to the student
who received a parking ticket while attempting to pick up mem
bers of his carpool in the CC lot on Jack Anderson night. The lot
was reserved for some VIPs who attended as guests of the Colleges.
Overzealous cops ticketed the student intruder but President Lub
bers got word, stepped in, and saw that the guy's money was re
turned.
Three cheers and maybe even some support for Jeff Kik,
who has claimed the SC President's job. Jeff would do well to ig
nore petty rules and see that students can see the results of con
gressional energy this term. I didn't say break 'em Jeff, just ignore
'em.
Hunting accidents can be dangerous- Two brothers from
Minnesota were returning from a hunting foray when one of them
decided to stick a hot deg down the barrel of his rifle. You
guessed it, the gun discharged and the other brother suffered a
wound near his leg. No charges were pressed against the offending
brother.
In the Norts Spews is word that G V S C 's women's basket
ball team topped Hillsdale by a 121 to 13 score over the holidays.
Lanthom staffers were eager to write a "scathing and bitter" edi
torial accusing the G V B-Ballers of rubbing it in a bit, but we hear
that G V subs played as much as the starters.
President Lubbers has gone into the dorms rather frequently
this week and rumor has it that ha's sating more then one person.
Actually, the man is just relaxing with students while answering
any GV-type questions that folks might have. Good idea. And let's
hope that more than just a few show for his address this afternoon
in tf« L A T .
Sea you next weelu.

is - t v c n n ;
lend cause for one to look another
way because of the lack of social and
educational growth within the system
hindered by narrow minded, hypo
critical .racists, flavored with tokenism
and spiced up with overt and blatant
walls of indifference.
A MAN OF CONCERN
Paul Brown

points: a) An F will be given to those stu
dents who do not complete the course re
quirements in the following quarter, b)
Exceptions to this would not be reviewed
by your instructor, but by both the Dean
and an individual appointed by him. e)
The second resolution would change the
withdrawal procedure. This procedure
would require the student to make his
Editor:
decision
by the eighth week instead of
Of Vital Importance to CAS Students:
the
last
day
of classes.
1 Student Caucus meeting Friday, Jan
uary 16. 1976, concerning a) Two resolu 3 We need interest not apathy. These
tions before the CAS Senate which will three resolutions, perhaps, arc the most
decide the status of those students with important thus far in the school year.
incomplete grades; b) adequate cause for The first two resolutions seem to have a
a dismissal of a professor will he defined very good chance of being adopted if
and proposed as a resolution. The impor action is not taken by us tomorrow.
tance of this proposal has impact upon The meetings will be in 176 l.akc Michi
gan llaii at i pm Friday.
the whole GVSC community.
2 Wc need to rigorously assess your 4 Wc need one interested student to
fill a position that is open on the Dean's
(the student's) opinion which may affect
Budget Advisory Task Force.
you Here is your chance to voice your
opinion which ultimately will determine
the outcome of these resolutions. The
Thank you
first two resolutions concern these
led Allen

Viewpoint To Return?
Beginning in Winter Term of 1975, the Lanthom insti
tuted a weekly opinion and information feature entitled
Viewpoint. The purpose of the Viewpoint column was to al
low the members of the Grand Valley State Colleges' campus
community to voice their views on subjects of general inte
rest, and by so doing inform and stimulate Lanthom readership.
Viewpoint articles included discussions of the econo
my, Watergate, Vietnam, the Ethiopian civil war (written by
a former citizen of that country), the growth and develop
ment of GVSC, as well as opinions concerning the United
Farm Workers boycott of Gallo wine.
We were quite pleased to receive articles from faculty,
administrators, and staff, as well as three Viewpoint columns
from students. The contributors have our thanks.
All of the authors whose works were printed were
quite willing to supply us with articles when they were con
tacted; however, we spoke to many others who were not.
This led to a certain amount of discouragemcnr on our part,
and explains why the Viewpoint column is not yet present
this year.
The Lanthom would like very much to reinstate a fea
ture that we feel was a valuable component of die paper, and
I thus takes this opportunity to solicit articles from Grand
Vaiicy affiliates, or any interested persons, who nave an opin
ion on subjects of general interest.
The office of the Lanthom is located in the south wing
of the Campus Center, and the telephone extension is 120.
Please feel free to contact us.
zsx

Tbs Lanthom is the w eekly stu
dent publication of tha Grand Valley State Colleges. Editorials are the
opinions of tha writers on the
paper's staff and do not necessarily
represent the official policies of the
Colleges or the student body.
Editor-in C h ie f ............Bill Rohn
Managing E d i t o r . . . . Doug Guthrie
Associate Editor . .. John Kubczak
News E d it o r ........ Craig Vaughan
Features Ed itor............ Brad Figg
Sports Editor............. Dan Nilsen
Assignments
........ Jerry Masei
Business Manager----- Julie Matuzak
Advertising Manager . Nina Handley
Typesetter.......... Marty VonDrak
............ Sue Vanderzee
Design........................Jim Fives
.................... Rick Holzgen
..............\------Peggy Strem
News Photography .. Tom Sumner
Sports Photography... Gary Austin
Features Photography.. Joe Powell
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R e v e r e n d B o d e Resigns For Indianapolis Post
BY TERRY DE BOER
Reverend Erv Bode, a campus mini
ster at Grand Valley since 1967, has re
signed. Bode has accepted a new post in
Indianapolis as consultant to campus
ministry for the Indiana Council of
Churches. His resignation is effective
January 23.
Erv finds himself “going through the
emotions of leaving " <vhirh hr nuts into
the framework of death and rebirth.
"Death and rebirth," reflects Bode,
"can be seen in terms of everyday life; so
when you decide to make a major
switch-a new job, a new state, a new
home for you and your farnlv that
means death. In order for something new
to come, that process has to happen; and
that’s what I’m going through right now."
Having “grown up with the institu
tion" of GVSC, Erv looks at Grand Val
ley from a unique perspective. "Institu
tions are like people,” says Bode, “ they
go through stages." He secs the period
from 1968-1975 as an "expansion stage”
with the development of the cluster col
leges. "But now," envisions Bode, "we're
heading into a stage of'consolidation,
to best make use of our limited resources.
W h a t^ th u ^ y h j^ ^ ^ j^ ^ y y h a M h e r c

will be ever increasing amounts of coor
dination between die various colleges’
programs and degree offerings Of course,
this is already happening, but it will
greatly increase.”
An example of this "increased
coordination" is the Religious Studies
Institute, which Erv helped initiate.
Another of his contributions was the
formation of a Campus Ministry Council,
back in 1968, when he was the only full
time campus minister at Grand Valley.
Bud Haggard, a TJC Tutor who
worked closely with Erv on the Reli
gious Studies Institute, calls Bodc's con
tributions to GVSC “considerable." "He
has ied several groups in social action, and
his prophetic speaking on social issues has
been strong " "He's a personable guy,"
continues Haggard, "who gets his point
across. They’ll have to look long, hard
and far to replace him."
Bode has served at Grand Valley as
a representative of United Ministries in
Higher Education. The local board will
soon meet to decide on an interim re
placement until a full-time person can i>c
found.
Erv says that his time here at GVSC
has been "the best 8Va years of my life.

E R V BO D E

CAS Grading System May Change
BY CRAIG VAUGHAN

Plant Shoves S h o w
BY JOHN KUBCZAX
On most weekday mornings at 5:30 am. the parking lots,
walkways and Campus Drive arc illuminated by the piercing
glare of headlights mounted upon the snowplowing equip
ment of the GV Plant Department.
Six men work full-time with two large trucks, a fourwheel drive pickup truck, two tractors, and a payloader in
order to keep up with the white stuff One work-study student
shovels walks as well. There is room for additional shovclcrs,
but 5 am is fur some reason not a popular rising time for most
students.
Custodial and Grounds Foreman Robert Heyboer reports
that this winter's snowfall has been greater than the previous
two winters, but the bulk of the parking lots are cleared off by
8 o'clock. “One problem we have, however, is that early ar
rivals prefer to park as close as possible to where they have to
be, and so park in the traffic lanes instead of a lot that is not
filled but farther away. The job would he much easier if we
didn't have to plow around can parked where they shouldn’t
be," Mr. Heyboer said.
The first lot to receive attention is Lot A, next to Lake
Michigan Hall; next, the two Fieldhouse lots, followed by the
Campus Center lots and Lot B, across the street from Lake
Michigan Hall. The dormitory and Ravine lots are kept as clean
as possible, but can are almost constandy parked there in
force, hampering efforts at a clean sweep. Abandoned auto
mobiles are also an occasional headache. “There is one from
last term that is still here in one of the lots," said Mr. Heyboer.
The Plant Department is not likely to run out of chloride,
with 22 tons on hand this winter, but hesitates to place too
much too close to the cntranccways of the campus buildings
because “sand and salt make such a terrible mesa of the fioors
and carpeting, and outside just freezes over Its this recent cold
weather."
"

"As far as the incomplctcs are con
cerned, under the present indefinite time
limit, students arc carrying “ is" fm up to
two or three years. In that period of lime
the professor could leave GVSC, or go on
sabbatical. Also, the course content and
criterion may hate been forgotten over
that long of a period of time. Incomplctcs
should only be used in emergency siniations, when completion of the course
content is impossible."
A member of the Senate stated that
the concern over the giving of incom
plctcs was that the State's auditors would
count the “ I’s" as credits not completed
and affect our state funding Vice Presi
dent Bruce Locssin stated that this wa>
not the case, at least not now."At this
point, it is not an issue as far as we have
l>ecn able to determine Ibis does not
rule out the possibility that it could Ikcome one in the future "
"My understanding of the move to
change the policy on incomplctcs." I i>cs
sin added, "is that CAS is ir\ mg to tight
cn up their standard, it is an attempt on
their part to show people that they are
concerned about the problem of "grade
inflation".

The Academic Planning Committee
of the CAS Senate has prepared two reso
lutions to change the grading procedures
# in CAS, and the Senate is expected to
vote on the measures in a meeting coming
up on Friday.
The resolutions arc.
Resolved, tbe grade of “I" will auto
mutually revert to an
unless the stu
dent completes the requirements of the
course before the end of the following
quarter (except for summer quarter)
Exceptions will require the review of an
individual appointed hy the Dt'an and a
second review hy the Dean
Resolved, a student is entitled to
withdraw (with a W") until the end of
tbe eighth week o f a quarter The student
will he required to have the instructor
sign a form of withdrawal
Chairman of the Academic Planning
Committee. Ralph WiltsC, was asked what
the rationale was for the two proposals
"Concerning the "W" proposal, there is
currently an inconsistency m grading by
professors at the term’s end," Wiltse said.
"Some students are withdrawing the last
day of class and then not showing up for
The meeting will be held Friday,
the exams, and the professors are giving
January
16, at 3:00 pm in 176 Lake
them “F’s". By moving the date back to
Michigan Hall The meeting is open to the
the eighth week these inconsistencies will
college
community
be eliminated."

F o rm e r

S tu d e n t

C h a rg e d

Former Student Congress Vice-Presi
dent Reginald Johnson, 27, was arrested
at his parent's home in Econr. December
12 in connection with five murders and
one armed robbery- in the Detroit area.
According to an article in the Grand
Haven Tribune, Johnson was arraigned
Dec. 13 in Detroit Recorder's Court on
charges of murder and armed robbery in
connection with a murder that took place
in Detroit on May 9.

W * fh
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Johnson was also arraigned on luesday, Dec. *16. in Wayne County in con
nection with a quadruple murder that
took place in the city of River Rouge'on
March 7 Another man, Alonzo Norman,
has already been convicted of murder in
the deaths of four people
Campus Police Chief Purl Cobb com
mented that he had “very little informa
tion on the arrests because they had
taken place in ibt Detroit area".
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M A C K !S C A R P G G L G R O U P SEEKS STUDENTS
BY DAVE WALKER
l-Trst instituted last term, the carpool
registration program is again going to l>e
operating at GVSC As reported earlier,
the process of getting carpoolcrs together
involves the prospective carpooler going
to the Campus Center, filling out a card
with name, home location, and desired
times of arrival and departure on and
from campus. When all the cards arc re
ceived, the program staff, consisting of
GVSC Administrative Assistant Gary
Mack ‘and three work-study students,
attempt to accommodate as many people

as possible. Instead of the student picking
up a carpool list like last term, the lists
will be mailed to the student’s home. It
will then be up to the student to get
together with the other people on the
list and form the actual carpool.
Concerning the success of the pro
gram last term, Mack stated, “ I can’t
really say just how well the program
worked since we don’t have an accurate
count of how many students carpool,
let alone how many we helped. However,
we’ve received inquiries from other places
like Indiana University, Hope and
Aquinas, showing a definite interest in

our program ”
Also, according to Mack, "some of
the problems we faced last term arc still
with us. The manual system we used has
a few bugs in it, and the computer match
ing system we’d hoped to have working
by now has run into difficulties concern
ing time availability on the machine.
Another problem we had was getting stu
dents to be a little more flexible in the
arrival and departure times so we could
maximize the number of students helped
by the program If the student would be
more flexible, the extra time spent on
campus could he used by studying in the

A NEW BEGINNING

/^ s c o rc J & k o p p e

J r'r, .

library or by using some of our otherfacilities. This time we’d like tne student
to indicate on the card whether a couple
of extra hours on campus would be
okay.”
Mack also mentioned that the carpool system would continue to be open
to use by the staff and faculty, “so stu
dents might find themselves in pools with
them cither going to or leaving campus."
The registration cards will be availa
ble in the Campus Center until next
Tuesday from 9 am to 7 pm depending
on the schedules of the work-study stu
dents working on the program.
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T J C A d v a n ce Cancelled

EARN CASH
WEEKLY
BLOOD PLASMA
DONORS NESDED
cosh paid
for services
phvsicimi in nTTEnnnnci
• • DO

HOURS: Mon.,Thurs. 7:30am- 7pm
Tues. til 3 pm
Fri. til 2:30 pm

Blood Plasma Components, Inc.
1235 28th Street S.W.
538-4290

BY DAVE BURGESS

When asked if student apathy was a
factor in the decision to cancel the Ad
vance, Kahn replied, “Student apathy was
a problem, however, it was hot the main
cause for the poor student response. Most
students simply couldn’t afford it or they
were unable to commit themselves for a
whole weekend at this stage of the term."
Another Advance is being planned
for the spring term, when the Advance
Committee hopes more students will be
able to benefit from the experience.

After an enormously successful
debut last term, the TJC community was
forced to cancel its second Advance,
which had been scheduled for January 9,
50 and 11. The Advance is TJC’s answer
to the traditional retreat which is held
at other schools.
A traditional retreat might require
participants to meditate, pray or perform
some other form of self-oriented therapy.
In addition to introversion, a retreat usu
ally emphasizes seclusion and escape from G V S C
K a r a t * Damo
the community. The TJC Advance differs
For S a t u r d a y
from a retreat in the respect that it em S a t
phasizes social interactions and commun
The GVSC. Shorin-Ryu Karate Club
ity involvement
will present a demonstration by Scikichi
According to .Mitch Kahn. Advance
lha and Toshiyuki Itok Saturday
Committee Chairman, the Advance has
afternoon at 2 pm in the fieidhousc. lha
several purposes "Social interaction is
is a seventh degree Black Belt Master of
probably the most important function of
the Advance, which was originally design Shorin Ryu. Itok holds a fifth degree
ed to familiarize new students to TJC.
Master’s Black Belt in Uechi Ryu
However, this is an excellent opportunity
There will be a mini demonstration
for veteran TJC students to socialize with
during half-time of the Northwood Insti
faculty and fellow students," explained
tute (hand Valley basketball game, l-'ol
Kahn. "There is no pressure from the cn
lowing the basketball game there will be a
vironment so this is an excellent oppor full-length demonstration with a fret
work clinic to follow. The cost is the
tunity to formulate general college
price of your basketball ticket $1 for
policy. The pressure-free, nature-oriented
students
and $2 for adults, bunds tor the
atmosphere also provides an apt setting
feft a learning experience, whether it he demonstration are provided by the Stu
dent Activities Allocation Committee
planned or spontaneous."
Master Scikichi lha, 7th degree
If the last Advance was so successful,
Black Belt, is the highest ranking Black
why was this one cancelled? Kahn l>c
Belt in the Shorin Ryu System tn all of
heves that the timing of the event played
a role in its demise. Since it was the be the United States. He and Master I'oshiyuki Itokazu arc the chief instructors of
ginning of tne term many students had
the Grand Valley Shorin Ryu Karate
books to buy and various other necessary
Club and operate out of their school in
expenses to take care of, which probably
East Causing
left them with little or no spare cash.

XJt «njy/latura/

Counseling Center
Announces
New Groups
i mile east of G V S C on M45 and on the banks of tha Grand River
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Hac Hambiirgs Under Fire
BY DAVE KINTIGH
In case you have not noticed the
Golden' Arches of McDonald’s in Standale, the world's largest restaurant chain
opened their twelfth Grand Rapids area
outlet last month. Over 3,600 McDon
ald's display the golden arches world
wide.
McDonald’s is the giant of the field.
Sales for 1974 were a whopping 2 bil
lion dollars. Over 150,000 teenagers
work at McDonald's making them the
largest employer of young people in .the
nation, all of them clean shaven, shorthaired and acne free.
The food that those all-American
teenagers serve is a nutritional waste
land accordirqi to most experts. Dr.
Jean Mayer of Harvard University’s

School of Public Health has noted that
the typical McDonald’s meal- hamburger,
french fries and shake-not only con
tains little in the way of vitamins, but he
also observes that McDonald’s bland,
mushy food was so lacking in roughage
that it did not require any chewing.
Dr. George Christakis, nutrition chief
at New York’s Mount Sinai School of
Medicine estimates that one- third of the
children raised on the all-American irteal
would be high risk heart attack candi
dates by the time they reach fifty.
But according to Benjamin Rosen
thal, the volatile Democratic Congress
man from Queens, New York, the “Quar
ter Pounder” isn't even a quarter pound.
Oh weii, see ya at Mac’s after the
amc.

Briefly he tried sailing. For three
Nearly 202 years ago in England, years he collected taxes. After that, he
Master Tom, 37, son of a Norfolkshirc taught school for three years at Kensing
Quaker staymaker, filed bankruptcy, sep ton. Then it was hack to the excise job
arated from his second wife, and, for the for six more years until his second royal
second time around, was fired from his termination, and his chance meeting with
Ren Franklin occurred.
excise-collector position by the crown.
Arriving in Pennsylvania, Paine's
But as history would have, it, just
flaming
pen went to work for The Penn
when poor, nobody Tom from Thetford
was down, at last someone heard his fu sylvania Magazine. He soon became its
tile protests. Oh, the king had heard, or editor.
On March H, 1775. "African Slavery
was no doubt informed of the flaming
pamphlets by the unknown Thetford tax- in America", a brief but vehement anticollector who had charged the crown slavery pamphlet, won him few friends,
with corruption. The excisemen were except among Quakers and freemen,
loiter that same year, in The Pennsylvania
slaves and nothing more, he had charged
journal, Paine, for the first time, spoke
It ..ist him his job.
In 1774, after reading the pamphlet, out for American independence in an ar
"Case of the Officers of Excise" which ticle titled, "A Serious Thought."
was addressed to Parliament, Benjamin
To him. Locke and Newton were not
franklin decided to meet this rural pro
testor, and come to the rescue of Master practical They had not lived in the real
world as Thomas Paine had; like most
Thomas Paine.
Before the year 1774 slipped by, Ben men on the face of the earth, poor and
Franklin, accompanied by Master Tom. powerless.
"Perhaps the sentiments contained in
set sail for the colonics in the New World
the
following
pages are not yet sufficient
Sailing for America gave Thomas
Paine a second chance in life. It would be ly fashionable to procure them general
an understatement to say that Master favor; a long habit of not thinking a
Tom would not abandon this opportunity thing wrong gives it superficial appear
to lie heard.
ance of being right and raises at first a
Paine's life, family and country had formidable outcry in defense of custom.
faded him, as with millions of others like But the tumult soon subsides. Time
him who were horn poor and powerless makes more converts than reason."
to do anything about their fate. From age
And so began the pamphlet called
13 to 25, Tom worked side by side with "Common Sense" by Thomas Paine; writ
his corset-making father until he could ten 200 years ago last Saturday, January
not stand it a minute more.
10, 1776.
' l l -'It
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QUESTION What is Mono?
ANSWER Mono (or. Infectious Mono
nucleosis) is an acute infectious disease
characterized most typically by sore
throat, fever and enlarged and tender
lymph glands at virtually any site in the
body, although most commonly .noted
about the neck. The disease usually has a
gradual onset, with low-grade fever, a
slight sore throat and tender lymph
glands. At this early stage of the disease,
diagnosis rv’.y be quite difficult. How
ever. within a week or several days, these
symptoms commonly increase in severity
and the patient begins to experience a
marked degree of fatigue. It is at this
lime that the various blood tests which
confirm the diagnosis of Mono become
positive. About this same time, other
signs may develop. These commonly in
clude a rash which is scattered diffusely
oscr the entire body.
Other common findings include signs
which m i l from the involvement of
iymph glands of lymphoid tissue scattnrd throughout the body. For example.

the lymph gland-like tissue in the liver
may become swollen, thereby blocking
certain passageways within the liver. This
may result in liver enlargement and in the
appearance of "yellow jaundice ’’ One
should note that yellow jaundice is mere
ly indicative of higher levels than usual in
the blood of a pigment called bilirubin,
which is a breakdown product of red
blood cells. This liver involvement with
Mono commonly is called "hepatitis,’’
which is technically correct since, in fact,
"hepatitis" simply means inflammation
of the liver. However, one should not
confuse the general term "hepatitis" with
a specific disease called Infectious
Hepatitis.

i

Another common finding is enlarge
ment of the spleen. While this enlarge
ment, by itself, is not necessarily harm
ful, a swollen, tense spleen is susceptible
to rupture following a hard blow. At
times, other somewhat bizarre patterns of
symptoms may occur. For example, a
patient may have pain mimicking ap
pendicitis This is probably due to swel
ling of lymph glands around the ap
pendix.
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R eview s
w i t h Jim B arry
On New Year's Eve. something I have
long known in the back of my mind final
ly came crystal clear. That is that net
work television has absolutely no concep
tion of what contemporary music is all
about.
I sptfit a quiet New Year’s Eve at
home watching TV. Like millions of
other suckers, I watched ABCs “ New
Year’s Rockin' Eve Show,”
This year ABC gave us Neil Scdaka
(the heavy metal kid?), KC and the Sun
shine Band (lyrical poets, of our age?),
AWB (the only band on the show I had
any respect for at all) and of course {Ted
dy Lender and Mehssa Manchester.
I’m assuming the “ Rockin’ Eve
Show” was created as a viable alternative
to the Guy Lombardo show. I think in
the past it served its purpose. If my
memory serves me right it seems that
Chicago, The Beach Boys, and The
Doobie Brothers were on last year’s show.
Not too bad.
"The New Year's Rockin' Eve Show”
was neither rockin’ or much of a show.
The only thing it could be compared to
would be a gaudy Las Vegas revue.
If all you knew about contemporary
music was what you saw on that show,
you would think the whole country’ has
gone disco crazy.
“The New Year’s Rockin' Eve Show"
didn’t reflect the tremendous gains made

by jazz, the unquestionable populariza
tion of country rock by acts like the
Eagles, nor did the show reflect the
tremendous popularity of the older
rockers like lxd Zeppelin and The Who
(though I doubt that either act would
participate in a show like that) or newer
rockers like Queen or Sweet
The producers were obviously trying
to select acts that would not offend the
majority of people between the ages of
18-34. That’s the goal of almost all broad
cast programming in this country.
I don’t mean to pick on just "The
New Year’s R'jckm' Eve Show-" nr ABC.
ABC has done more than any other net
work in terms of programming contem
porary music. CBS has not done a thing
NBC has restricted itself to its “Midnight
Special." Formerly a pretty respectable
rock show, ‘“flje Midnight Special" has
become a joke with its weekly hosts
Helen Reddy and Wolfman Jack,and let’s
not forget the Midnight Special Hit of
the Week.
ABC! began it all with their “In Con
cert" show which folded when its ratings
fell. ABC has also aired specials by
(!hicago. John Denver and the Don Kirshncr Rock Awards. These projects were in
the nght direction, but they all made con
cessions to the rating-conscious philo
sophy of network television.
That’s too bad for everyone involved.
I think next year I'll watch Guy Lombar-

Black jazz performer l.es McCann, producer of nine al
bums, is gracing thcj.ouis Armstrong Theatre stage this Friday
evening, filling in for the late Cannonball Addcriy. McCann’s
Mini-Concert will emphasize acoustics, with only amplication ac
companying vocal numbers The piano, the saxophone and the
upright bass will swing in McCann’s hands
"Acoustics in I.AT arc perfect," says Dome Production
Jazz Series director Gary Maxey. "And that’s why there is no am
plification needed. McCann has a lot of stage charisma lbs goals
arc to entertain "
Sponsored by the Dome Production J.in Series, the l.cs
McCann Mini-Concert showtime is set for 8 15. Advance tickets
are $4 at the CC concession or $5 at the door

Pawns, Knights

And....

This weekend the CC! basement will encamp an army of
pawns, bishops and knights for another chess tournament battle
sponsored by the Grand Rapids Area Chess Club(GRACC).
According to GKACC President Joel Anderson, a GV
senior in CAS, this Swiss-svstom, two-day tournament is sanc
tioned by the United States Chess Ecderation(USCE). GKACC
centers its activities on the GV campus, though most of this
weekend’s participants will not be GV students
“This is a low budget tournament with low entree fees as
most tournaments go," says Anderson. The entree fee is $5. This
d«>cs not include the yearly USCL membership cost of $13 for
those entrees over 18 years of age ($7 for those under IV) that is
required.
Registration is at the 8-9 Saturday morning hour for this
two-day GKACC Tournament.
ITic chess battle ends at sundown Sunday
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GV Religious Studies Are Approved
The Board of Control of Grand Val
ley State College! approved creation of
a new CVSC Religion Studies institute
at tis meeting on campus Friday, Decem
ber 12. Hugh Haggard, acting director
of the Institute, explained that the new
education-research unit will be based on
the "academic study of religious pheno
menon, not advocacy of a particular
theology."
Religion Studies Institute program
developers Haggard and The Reverend
Krv Bode of GVSC's Campus Ministry
explained to the Board that^the Insti
tute’s constituencies of students, noncollege adults and the west Michigan com
munity, would be served through presen
tation and coordination of curricular of
ferings on campus and public service and
personal ennehment workshops, confer
ences, etc., off campus. Other services
would include counseling by threemember faculty committees to those
interested in the study of, and prepara
tion for religion related professions, and

In reports received December 12 by
the Board of Control, President Arend D.
I.ubbers reported that the recent budget
cut of $160,000 will be adequately met
by the Board’s earlier action of a $1 tui
tion increase for winter and spring terms.
The President, however, indicated that
Governor William Milliken has stated that
probably no new monies will be forth
coming to institutions of higher educa
tion next year, and with increasing costs
of unemployment compensation and
utilities, the Colleges’ financial picture
for 1976-77 looks even more stringent.
In other actions, the Board of Con

Computers

Helping

It borders on science fiction. A stu
dent sits in front of a terminal and pushes
huff nnc

T here* i w

•

r»r» f l s c h i n t i l i rr h f c

..... ......

whirring, whining noises, no puffs of
smoke. Just words which move silently
across the TV screen.
"Hello. Welcome to the Strive Em
by research and publications.
ployment Agency. We have an opening
The new Institute has been made
today for a torpist. This is a choice job
possible by a $15,000 gift, to be present with lots of vacations for those who value
ed in three $5,000 yearly parts commenc their leisure tune."
ing this year, from Charles Anderson,
Students at several colleges this fail
president of ATCO Rubber Products of
arc plugging into a sophisticated compu
Grand Haven Also pledged in support of
terized system that uses multiple-choice
the Institute will be $5,000 from the
questions and fictional situations to pro
Venture Fund monies of the Colleges’ , vide career guidance.
Ford Foundation grant.
SIGI, the System of Interactive Guid
Donor Anderson is treasurer and
ance and Information, is a $1.5 million
chairman of the finance committee of the
pet project of the Education Testing Ser
Grand Haven Board of Education, and
vice (ETS), and is designed f6r students
past president of the Tri-Cities Council on
who have a fuzzy idea of what comes af
Economic Development. He is a resident
ter college.
of Grand llaven Township
Through SIGI, job-conccrncd stu

1

Pre-inventory

SALE!
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This week's specials:

lend

,

W ilt o n A rm e ta le
3 0 % off
(excluding G V S C imprinted mugs)
wide assortment of mugs, pietes, bowls, bean
i

a

pot, pot belly measures, etc.

boxed
„ ..
Xmas cards 75% off

_
...
. #
trol apporved a feasibility study of man
aging a lake dunes area. Dune property
involved is located across a channel lead
ing to Lake Michigan from the City of
Grand Haven. The feasibility study will
be completed by the Urban and Environ
mental Studies Institute.
Board members Richard DeVos and
Joe! VcrPlank were appointed as commit
tee members to act for the Board in a
re-evaluation of architectural plans for
three new low-cost buildings on campus
which will house art education, printn\gking and painting. The 8,000 square
foot buildings have already been funded
by the State at $260,000.

By B

to the Colleges was designated for the
benefit of CAS’s biology department. The
fund designation as approved by (he
Board Iasi Friday will IcaVe the way open
for further contributions to the on-going
benefit of Salski’s memory of his alma
mater.

Job H u n g r y

dents can get detailed information about
145 different occupations. Information in
ik« nKirm ciqi *moJoyces explain, ts
frequently updated and expanded using
both regional and national data. Occupa
tional training requirements are related to
courses offered by a particular school.
The SIGI experience is simple, ac
cording to ETS. First a student is given a
scries of ten occupational values such as
the importance of high income, prestige,
helping others, leisure time and job varicty.
Fictional job descriptions based on
the occupational values appear on the
screen and students weigh the importance
of each one to themselves. After ranking
their occupational values, thev arc led
through a number of steps that match
real occupations to those values, compare
information about careers and rate
chances of success in the fields.
Finally, students narrow their voca

of C

TU«
mA also
ilcrt onnrrt\m\
The D
Board
approved inf^rrrafion
integration
into the Colleges’ endowment of a
$1,700 sum which had been received
through insurance benefit from GVSC
graduate, the late John Salski. Salski, who
was a recognized youth leader in the City
of Detroit, was murdered in that city over
a year ago. His insurance benefit of 10%

Students

tional prospects to one choice and figure
out the necessary steps to prepare them-*
selves for that job.
In the pilot programs, the tab for this
service has been picked up by the school.
Each participating school leases the com
puter system from ETS after purchasing
its own computer. Pricctags arc based on
school attendance and run between
$9,000 and $13,000 a year.

RESEARCH
Thousand* of Topics
Send for your up-to-dsts, 160 page, mail
order cato log. Enclose $1.00 to cover
postage and handling.
R E SE A R C H A SSIST A N C E , INC.
11322 ID A H O A V E „ routs 206
LO S A N G E L E S, C A L IF . 90025
(213) 477-8474
Our research papers e ft sold for
reeerch purposes only.
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Free Checking for College Students
One of the things you may be
thinking about right now is how to
get by on a limited budget.
Your money doesn't come easy
and every cent counts. So we'd
like to make you
an offer. A free
checking account
cost of checks.
To get your
free Old Kent
checking account,
all we ask is that
you are a college
student and have
a validated stu
dent I.D. card for
the current school
year.
You can take
care of all your

banking needs at any of our over 40
offices, regardless of where you
opened your account or where you
normally do your banking.
Stop in at any one of our offices
today and open
your free college
student checking
account.
If you're a
student next year,
just take your I.D.
card to any Old
Kent office and
we'll waive the
charges for an ad
ditional year.
Free check
ing for college
students from Old
Kent Bank and
Trust Company.

\bu’ve got along way to go.
We’d like to help you get there.
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Struggling Cagers Drop
Five of 1st Seven...
BY CORKY MKINECKE
It was not exactly what you would
call a blazing start First, Northeastern
Illinois had the audacity to sink a lastsecond basket to defeat Grand Valley
80 88 and bring to a screeching halt the
13 game unbeaten streak at the Dome.
Then it was on to Kalamazoo and the
unenviable task of facing the MAC.
favorites in their own backyard 107-73
was the score and it could have been
worse Western beat Michigan State by
ten points, so how was little ol’ Grand
Valley supposed to have a chance.
The road then led to WisconsinParkside and the result was the same
68-59 was the score and the ledger was
II 3 But this meant the end of the short
roadtrip and back to the Dome to enter
tain Mark Veenstra and Calvin College
Well, it didn’t exactly work out as
planned. Calvin's gentle giant shook off
the bad effects of a poor first half and
ended up with a game high of 24 points
All (•rand Valley ended up with was the
short end of a 70-66 score and loss num
her four was history.
School was out and Christmas was
coming so that meant on to the holiday
tournaments.
The Spring Arbor tourney w'as first
on the agenda and lo and behold. a vic
tory George Williams College was the
victim, 114-83 with five bakers hitting in
double figures, One in a row
Hold the champagne! Old nemesis
f erns State ended the streak the next
night 95 7ft. The bakers did get third

i Art____ I

/
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BY I*RED VANDER WAb

l or only' the second time in Gram
Valley wrestling history, the team has
shut out an opponent, doing so to Ferris
Stale on Saturday, January 10, by a score
of 48-0. Not an easy feat mind you, es
pecially when an individualistic sport like
wrestling puts you against another human
being who sure doesn't want to lose, and
out of ten competing weight classes you'd
think one man just wouldn't have what it
takes to win on a certain day. Yet Grand
Valley’s wrestlers took all ten weight
classes, with the aid of two forfeits, and
proved their fourth- place national rank
ing is no fluke.
This was the first match since the
holiday break, and also was the first
Great bakes Conference match for Grand
Valley. Coach Jim Scott has to be pleased
with the performances 'nis wrestlers
turned in considering the long lay off.

Sfatvu
BY PAM KURTZMAN
•*
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The overall record of the Grand Val
ley Hockey Club is I -4 as it continues to
be on a losing streak. On December 5.
Muskegon Community College literally
destroyed Grand Valley 14-0, scoring five
goals in the first, and second penods and
four goals during the last.
Just four days later GV again was
swept off its feet 9-1 by Calvin College.
The on'y Laker goal was scored by Pat
Ward
After Oinstmas Break GV played agsinst Gilesse Senior Men's Amateur

9 *

place in the tournament by pasting host
Spring Arbor 122-109 with Haul Peter
man pouring in 31 points. Sid Bruinsma
had his second straight 16-rebound game.
With a less than sparkling 2-5 mark,
the bakers next foe would be Albion
College in the Marshall (.lassie. Grand
Valley cased out a ten-point victory, but
was beaten in the championship game
78-67 by l ake Superior College.
197ft brought about a pair of vic
tories for a mysterious baker team that
pulled a Dr. Jcckyll-Mr. Hyde act in
downing Wayne State and Ferris State
and the possibility of becoming a .500
team was closer to reality, now 5-6.
Wednesday, the seventh of January ,
(.rand Valley had an unannounced In
somnia Night Game at the Dome. If that
game (Wayne State) couldn't put you to
sleep, nothing would have.
Players shuffled in and out, passes
went here and there mostly there, and
everyone who attended the game (it was
not known how many watched) hohummed for two hours in the 69-62 win.
Hocus-pocus! Saturday’s game with
Ferris produced a completely different
baker squad.
Passing was crisp and mistakes were
few. A tenacious, sagging man-to-man de
fense led the way to an astounding 73-49
triumph, avenging the earlier defeat.
The two game winning streak isn't
that much to brag about, but after the
horrendous 0-4 start, any streak deserves
mention.
z iO

______
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The match itself proved interesting.

Matt Martin, wrestling in place of an in
jured Mark Mangianti, ttx>k a 3-2 deci
sion over his opponent in the 126 class.
Pat Ryan in the 150 class and Dave la-e
in the 177 class also won on points, bee.
a freshman, won a close one, 8-7 Grand
Valley's "more experienced" wrestlers.
John Harris, Marv Koluyt, Scott Yerrick,
and Jamie llosford, all registered pins.
The shutout wasn't complete until
after the heavyweight class which proved
to be close as well as amusing. Kandy
Brinks, 235 lbs., was up against Dave
Hollister, a 5'9", 360 lb. monsterous
man. Brinks had to be careful, under
standably not wanting to be crushed, and
consequently the match ended 1-1, but
some three minutes of riding time gave
Bnnks the final 2-1 decision and Grand
Valley a 4-0 dual record.
48-0 is certainly impressive, and the
show isn't over yet, folks.

tfU
S1-4
Club, who had placed second last year in
the Senior Men's “A" Hockey Rcgionals.
Grand Valley lust 9-5.
Said Coach Jim Blakey, "Although I
am the coach for the GV Hockey Club, I
played goalie for Gilesse. Previous to the
game I drilled the GV club extremely
hard on a certain screen play, it was quite
amusing when Mike Fcrcano set up this
screen play and Dan Boilorr scored the
goal against me. Beautifully done!"
Upcoming games will be aga.nst
1 awing CC on January 20 and against
Rapid Die Senior Men's Club on January
27. both at 8 pm at the Grand Rapids Ice
Arena.

The slaughter of Ferris State begins

Then Blast Ferris
BY DAVE KINTIGH
A revitalized baker Basketball team
served notice to the rest of the CblAC
trams that they are ready to defend their
title
Grand Valley totally dominated arch
rival Ferris en route to a 73-49 victory
last Saturday in the Dome.
According to baker Coach Tom
Villemure, Sid Bruinsma played his best
game ever in a Grand Valley uniform
Bruinsma scored 20 points and snatched
seven rebounds to lead the attack. Don
Myles had 14 points but. more important,
was the way he directed the offense. Paul
Peterman added 11 points and George
Fuller scored eight, heaping Tony Smith

r

grabbed a game high 10 rebounds and
added a like number of points to round
out a balanced baker attack
Coach Villemure added, “ This was
perhaps the best performance by any
team I have ever coached. We changed
our offensive philosophy and the kids
really responded. Defensively we went to
a collapsing nun to man in an effort to
force them to shoot from outside."
(•rand Valley's revamped offenseriddled the Ferris defense- to score on 12
layups, while a clawing baker defense
limited Ferris to one layup in the entiregame.
(•rand Valley ’s next home game will
be Saturday. Jan 17 at 2 pm in the Dome
against a tough Northwood team

FQQD-N-STUF
STO P IN A N D S E E U S
FO R A L L Y O U R
B EER ,
W IN E,
BREAD,
M IL K ,
C IG A R E T T E S ,
POP

^ N D G R O C E R Y IT E M S

Try These Delicious Item s
H ot Dogs *$.30

Polish Sausage -$.60

Freshly Popped Popcorn *$.25

Also F eaturing T hese.C rest Specials
C hocolate Milk $.39 a q u a rt
D ouble Cola

8 pk. 10 oz. $ 1 .2 9

Blue B o n n et M argarine
D annon Y ogurt

$.69 lb.

3 /$ 1 .0 0

C heer E m ergent $.6 9 2 0 oz. size

Always Great Beer
_
. . _
Specials G ood Week o f Jan . 12*17 only

k Wine Specials
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Time Out

yfem Sirius QUAG Tine
BY MARGARET O'DWYI R

w ith Dan Nilsen
Two things became quite apparent over the holiday break:
1) The editor-in-chief of this literary oracle is a far better chess player
than his jock-minded sports editor.
2) If Grand Valley State was to enjoy continued basketball success,
some form of change was in order.
There is no need to discuss the first item any further. (Besides, 1 could
whip Bill Rohn in ping-pong with a popsiclc stick.) The second deserves more
detailed analysis.
•
Tom Villcmurc is a flexible sort, and the changes dictated by an early 2-5
record presented no major undertaking. Frankly, the l.aker coach is not accus
tomed to losing and if such an overhaul would put an end to that trauma, so be
it.
The results were staggering, somewhat exceeding Villcmure's expecta
tions, and the future has changed quickly from hazy to brilliant.
In their first test within the Great Lakes Conference (and. coincidentally,
their first test after major changes in strategy), the l akers destroyed a good Fer
ris State team, 73 49. under the Dome last Saturday avenging a 19-point loss to
the same school three weeks earlier in the Spring Arbor Holiday Tournament.
"I don't honestly believe we can play every remaining game as well as we
played Ferris,” admitted Villetnure, "but we re looking much better than we
did.”
What were the changes?
"We went from a freedom-oriented offense to a structure-oriented of
fense. hoping to get more movement out of everyone,’’ explained Villcmurc.
"The players are forced to move more by the nature of our patterns."
"On defense, we've pulled back somewhat to plug up the middle Right
now we're satisfied with the results ”
"Satisfied" is not the word. Villcmurc is inwardly ecstatic, though his
typically low-key manner hides it “We’re ripe for an upset after the Ferris win,"
he says in all apparent seriousness.
But the *ask is at hand. Thirteen of Grand Valley's final 15 games are in
the GI.IAC with an outside contest scheduled against the University of Detroit
The Lakers currently stand at 5-0 and 1-0 in the conference
On a hand-made sign in Villcmure’s office, five team goals arc printed
out:
-Have a winning season.
-Be a conference contender.
-Win the conference title.
-Get into the NAIA playoffs.
-Win the District NAIA tournament.
Ihc first two now appear imminent, the third w ould M-ern to be favored,
and the last two arc strong possibilities. On IX-c. 13 with an 0-4 record, all five
mav have been dreams

C_ouis f i r m s i rone

T n c <~Tc e
SPONSORD BY.
Campus Activities
Thomas Jefferson College

lake their male counterparts, the
GVSC women's basketbaii team opens its
'76 schedule against league rival Ferns,
and if tradition is any indication, they
should score as impressive a victory
When Coach Bt>and and her twelve travel
to Big Rapids tonight for a ft:30 pm con
test against the Bulldogs, they take with
them a three-game win streak, as well as a
perfect cage record (20-0) since the in
ccption of organized GI.IAC! competition
for women cagcrs back in 1973.
Ihc game rustics the team out of a
four-week vacation, one prior to which
thev beat Northern Michigan Umvcrsits
73-17, easily tripped Lake Superior OR
39, and broke a scoring record by 10
points with a 121-13 romp over Hillsdale
December 13.
If those contests are anv indication,
the i.akers are noi unrealistic in aspiring
their third GI.IAC championship and
their initial State of Michigan Association
for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
(SMAIAW) crown, should they cut down
on turnovers (72 in three games), main
tain their 48 percent field-goal average,
and out-rebound all of their opponents as
they did a year ago.
l ike lorn Villcmure’s crew, the wo
men's team is perfecting a snappier of
fense, and with four six-footers in senior
Jan Dykehouse, junior Kathy VanDyke,
sophomore Heidi Doherty, and freshman
Kim Hansen, the Lakers have been tough
under the backboards. They have already
out scored opponents 262-99 and out re
bounded them 163-77
"We’re taking higher percentage
shots than last year," says Roand, "as evi
denced by our 4H percent field-goal aver
age compared to last year’s 38 percent."
Currently six Lakers are hitting in
double figures, led by Doherty with I ft 5
points per game Doherty suffered an
ankle injury early in December, but is
now back in practice and is expected to
lie ready for the new year's openeragainst I crris.
Pat Bakcr-Sowa and Dykehouse, the
sole l.aker seniors, have also been impres
sive in December games and January
scrimmages. Bakcr-Sowa, a 5‘6" guard,
follows Doherty in scoring with 15 points
per game, while Dykehouse and Hansen
arc pounng in 14 points-per-game.
Sophomores Carol VandeBunte and
Donna Sass have also been scoring in
double figures. VandeBunte, a 5’9" pro
duct of Hudsonvillc. has scored I 3 pmntsper-game at her forward position, while
Sass. a 5'6” guard, averages 10 points-percontest. VandeBunte's 68 percent from
Applications for enrollment
are now being accepted by
Grand Valley State Colleges'
Day Care Center for winter
term, commencing Jan 6,
and
ending
March
19.
The center, which is cert
ified for children ages 2%
throu0i 6 years of age, op*
munday through Fri
day from 7:46 am to 5:16
pm.
Further information
is available by telephoning.
4146 or 835-58 1 1 .

Leading scorer Heidi Doherty
the noor is the best l.aker field-goal
average.
League teams have previously pro
vided few problems for Grand Valles ,
but as the Laker GI.IAG wir.-streak in
creases, so also does the appetite lor re
venge on the part of Laker opponents
"Our league has not been a strong
league for women’s sporis in the past,
but its getting srronger players from the
high schools as well as experienced
coaches such as Gloria Sloluk of Wayne
State, and Rose Swid/inski of Oakland,”
comments Roand
"I expect Wayne State to be the
team to beat." says Boand."but I’m not
sure anyone’s going to push over Saginaw,
Oakland, or Ferns."
Following tonight’s league clash, the
Lakers host Michigan State University
Saturday at 12 pm in their first borne
contest.
"We don’t know what to expect
from M S U ," says Kosnd, "We know ib.it
they have a new coach in Dominic Mari
no. and that they lost two of their strong
est players, Stretch (Diane Phillips) and
Linda St nick, to graduation Their roster
includes Mary Ann Thompson, a 641
freshmen from Detroit Our Lady of Mer
cy, but that’s about all that we know
Saturday's game holds a lot of question
marks "
GVSC took a 78 60 loss from th •
Spartans last year, in the sole meeting of
the two teams
Following MSU. the Lakers tangle in
five consecutive league contests, before
entering into the rugged portion of their
schedule which includes SMAIAW cham
pion Western Michigan, Central Michigan,
Calvin, F.astcrn Michigan, and Olivet

A Complete Selection
o t Art Supplies

IN D U S T R Y
MAN A«
FSU/r a iv u r u u
ST U D EN T

M argvet A.Bitaky
G V S C Day
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News briefs........ News briefs....... News briefs.......... News
#* Two works of art bv Grand Valley State Colleges' faculty
members will be included in a group of select, high quality art work
to be hung in Governor William G. Milliken’r; residence for six months.
Nominated with over 200 other prints, paintings and drawings, "Ms.
Liberty," a 32 x 40 silk screen print done by Kosalyn Muskovitz, Wil
liam James College faculty member; and "Day Dream*II,” a 10 x 12
print by College of Arts and Sciences’ an professor Takeshi Takahara,
were selected by a group of sewn committee members consisting of an
and museum gallery directors, an professors and anists across the state.

* * G V S C President Arend Lubbers will address the college
community today at 3pm in the Loim Armstrong Theatre. Lubbers
will discuss steps which the institution may take toward planning for
the future, lie will also comment on the present budget situations for
GVSC and the state of Michigan.

* # Students campaigning for Presidential candidate Morris
K. Udall will appear at a tabic in the C.C. lobby next Tuesday. They
hope to provide interested persons with information on Udall and his
views. Buttons and volunteer cards will also be available.

* * Tuba players are desperately needed for c.vsc Concert Band.
All string players, violin, viola, cello and bass. GVSC Orchestra needs
you: Also needed-one Fender Bass player who can read music, for
GVSC Jazz^Band. See Professor Kovats immediately, 153 CFAC, or
phone extension 631.

## Interested faculty and students can meet with C A S Dean
Candidate Richard Burke on Wednesday. January 21. between 9 and
11 am in Campus Center, Conference Room C. Dr Burke will be on
campus Tuesday and Wednesday.

r

** Applications are now available for students ready to ap
ply to the School of Nursing clinical component for next fall.
fJcSiFd
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E N E R G Y U J N b t K V A l IU N
Even though we have made some gains in energy conservation at GVSC, there is still much to be done. I he energy
crisis" continues and every one of us must do more to conserve.
Kates continue to spiral upward. Comparative consumption and cost statistics for utilities over the past year show
-consumption of natural gas down 9% but cost up 32.5%
-consumption of electricity up 4.2% but cost up 16%

!
1 For both environmental and economic reasons each of us must practice energy conservation efforts in a thoughtful,
5 conscious manner. To achieve real success, every person must get involved.
What can you do to help?
In the classroom or office:
-turn lights off when not needed
-dress for the tempaturc conditions
In laboratories:
I
-in large laboratories use lighting only as needed for the task
-run hood fans only when necessary
-use distilled water and other materials carefuiiy
In residence halls;
-turn off lights, TV sets, stereos, and appliances when not in use
-if room temperature is too hot in cold months, ask maintenance people to lower the thermostat instead
of keeping windows open
-try to limit wasteful use of hot water
For personal transportation:
-use car pool and/or bus service

I

!f there are other suggestions for cutting the use of energy on campus, call the Physical Plant Office at extension 255
with your ideas.
Our goal of reducing energy consumption is extremely important to both GVSC and our nation. At Grand Valley
any savings made will directly benefit the continuing efforts made to maintain quality in our institutional goals.
Please join in this all-college effort.
Sincerely,

,

Arend D. Lubbers, President
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ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL
2 UNI-PERMS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

(«1 S SALES,

$25.00 COMPLETE

Ope*, daiftf
COME IN A PAIR A N D SHARE
Standale Pacemaker
BEAUTY SALON AND BOUTIQUE
open 8:00 a-in. Daily • Eves
sad sli day Saturday

453-1005
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Phone Today!
453-5467
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2807
Lk. Mich
Dr.

